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THE ANALYTICAL SANITARY COMMISSION OF "THE LANCET."

" addresses of the persons from whom the examined articles

" were bought." " But since the publication of the first Report
by Dr. O’SHAuGHNEsSY, in 1831, the subject of adulterations has
attracted much attention from several men of science. M.

CHEVALLIER, in France, and Dr. -NTOR74ANDY and Mr. MITCHELL,
in England, had written special works upon it, more parti-
cularly upon the resources of chemistry; and others, foremost
amongst whom was the late Dr. PEREIRA, had brought the
microscope into extensive play in discriminating organic bodies I
by the observation of their structural peculiarities. !

But it will be seen that Dr. HASSALL now puts forth his
chief claim in these words-" What I do claim is, that I
was the first to apply, on a large scale, the microscope to the
detection of adulteration."

Why, this is the very work that was suggested to him by
Mr. WAKLEY, that he engaged to execute, and that he was
paid for performing ! The idea of doing it did not originate
with him, nor had Dr. HASSALL any greater share in originat-
ing and forming the plan of the Commission, than the com-

positor who will set up these types. The whole scheme of the

Commission, the title of it, and the terribly hazardous under-

taking of publishing the names and addresses of the parties
opposed to a fair and honest system of trade, and who were

guilty of practices highly injurious to the public health, ori-
ginated with, and was sustained by, the Editor of THE LANCET.

Dr. HASSALL has referred to a paper written by him, and
read before the Botanical Society early in the year 1850 ; but
he should also have stated that subsequently to that time, he
addressed a letter to the Editor of this Journal, asking for an

engagement in any of its departments. Then it was-not early,
but on the 13th of August, in 1850-that the scheme of the
Analytical Sanitary Commission was disclosed and explained
to him ; and on that day he addressed a letter to us stating
the conditions on which, with assistance, he would enter upon
the undertaking. It is unnecessary at present that we should

say more on the subject, but we presume we have stated quite
enough to show why we have altogether abstained from taking
any part with respect to a certain projected "testimonial."

It may be regarded as a curious fact, that until we read the
letters published in The Times, we were quite unaware of the
extent to which Dr. LETHEBY had assisted Dr. HASSALL, and we
now most readily acknowledge the importance of the services of
Dr. LETHEBY in perfecting the labours of the Commission.
We trust that we shall be relieved from alluding further to

any vexatious personal matters connected with the Analytical
Commission. The benefits which have already resulted from
that undertaking, and are still further sure to arise from it, are
.of too much public importance to allow of their being frittered
down to mere questions of individual claims and disputes.

&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;-t&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;

IT is satisfactory to observe from our advertising columns of
to-day the steady progress made in the funds of the Royal
Medical Benevolent College. The amount, however, already
subscribed we only regard as an earnest of the future. It would

be strange, indeed, if the members of a profession like that of
medicine cannot succeed in endowing a charitable institution,
with ample means for all the purposes for which it is devoted.
From the large sums which have been collected hy the hono-

rary local secretaries, we canmet doubt that if in every district
of the kingdom there were such representatives of the College,

all fears with regard to funds for the future would be unneces-
sary. We fervently trust, then, that in districts at present
unrepresented, gentlemen will volunteer for the office. Union

must produce success.

THE

ANALYTICAL SANITARY COMMISSION OF
"THE LANCET."

[THE following correspondence on this subject has appeared
in 2’Ae Times:-]

To the Editor of The Times.
STR,-A leading article in The Times of Wednesday, on the

evidence given before Mr. Scholefield’s Committee on the
Adulteration of Food, contains expressions which are likely
to raise the credit of one person at the expense of many,-- I
allude to the eulogium which the writer addresses to Dr.
Hassall. It is, however, but right to say that, although Dr.
Hassall is undoubtedly entitled to muchlpraise for the manner
in which he has performed his part in1 exposing the frauds
practised in food and drink, yet others ’have been employed
with him in the same work who are entitled to an equal share
of public esteem; for example, it was Mr. Wakley who origin-
ated the idea of a Sanitary Commission, and it was he who
planned the arrangements necessary to put it into operation.
He it was who paid all the expenses of the inquiry, and who
was at the cost of publishing the results in THE LANCET, and
who also bore the risk which was attendant thereon. A poor
artist of the name of Miller made the microscopic examinations
and drawings, without which the work of the Commission
would have been very incomplete. Dr. Letheby, of the
London Hospital, conducted all the important chemical
analyses; and Mr. Postgate, of Birmingham, was really the
agent of public agitation, whereby thia inquiry of Mr. Schole-
field’s has been instituted..

I think, Sir, you will admit that, in justice to all these
gentlemen, the preceding facts should be recorded, and that
you will see the force of my motto,- 

’

PALMAM QUI MERUIT FERAT. .

To the Edito1’ of The Times.

. SiB,&mdash;Tour correspondent in his letter of to-day has some-
what contravened the spirit of his excellent motto, "palmam
qui meruit ferat." "

This letter contains certain inaccuracies, which, as they relate
to a subject now of public importance, and concern closely my-
self, I beg to be permitted to rectify.

I will notice the several points of the letter in the order in
which they occur.
The Analytical Commission of THE LANCET took its origin

under these circumstances:-
Early in 1850 I read a paper on the subject of Coffee and its

Adulterations, in which I recorded the results of the application
of the microscope to the detection of adulteration before the
Botanical Society of London. A very favourable notice of this

paper appeared in nearly all the daily journals, including The
Times. I forwarded the original article itself to THE LANCET,
and proceeded to follow up the subject by preparing another
report on sugar, intended for the same society. After a time
Mr. Wakley, with whom I had not previously held any com-
munication on the subject, wrote to me, and asked me whether
I thought a series of articles could be so prepared as to admit,
without very great risk, the publication of the names and ad-
dresses of the parties of whom the goods analyzed were pur-
chased ? I replied that they could, due caution being exer-
cised. I then engaged to furnish the articles, Mr. Wakley
devising the title under which they were to appear, and under-
taking to publish the names,-a very bold proceeding, and one
entitling him to the highest praise.

In conformity with this engagement, I supplied the reports
for a period of four years. I employed my own agents in the
purchase of the samples, accompanying them on all occasions
myself, for greater security. I made all the necessary investi-
gations, microscopical and chemical, unaided, except latterly
in some few instances, where extra chemical assistance was
required, or where a second opinion on a chemical question was
requisite. I determined the order of the several reuorts. and
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wrote them all, with a single exception, up to the expiration
of the four years, when, acting under a written agreement with
Mr. Wakley, I published them in my own name under the
title of " Food and its Adulterations." "

The manner in which these inquiries were conducted maybe
judged of by the fact that, although some thousands of analyses
were made and names published,- in one instance only was an
action brought, and this was abandoned at an early period. In

republishing, with additions, the reports in my own name, I
incurred the whole expense; and also the responsibility of the
renewed publication of the names.
In these inquiries no one was associated with Vie, but during

the latter part of the period I was authorized to employ, to a
certain extent only, chemical assistance when necessary, and
in the exercise of this discretion I employed my friend Dr.
Letheby, whose services I had much pleasure in acknowledging
in my work.

Such is a brief sketch of the origin and history of the Sanitary
Commission of THE LANCET.

I will now, in as few words as possible, point out the inaccu-
racies contained in your correspondent’s letter. He writes :-
" A poor artist, of the name of Miller, made the microscopic
examinations and drawings." " Mr. Miller, who had been in
my exclusive occupation for many years of his life, and who
was specially educated as a microscopic artist by myself, made,
in my own house, and under my own immediate instructions,
the necessary drawings, but he did not, as stated, make the
microscopic examinations, for which, indeed, he was not com-
petent ; neither is it correct to say that Dr. Letheby "con-
ducted all the important chemical analyses." ,

Having made these material corrections, may I ask, after
having assigned the chemical investigations to Dr. Letheby,
and the microscopical examinations and drawings to Mr. Miller,
what part either of the work or of the merit your correspondent
reserves for me, which would justify the eulogium which, at
the same time, he is pleased to confer on me ?

I have the’honour to remain your very obedient servant,
ARTHUR H. HASSALL, M.D.,

Member of the Royal College of Physicians.
Bennett-street, St. James’s-street, July 26.

ARTHUR H. HASSALL, M.D.,
Member of the Royal College of Physicians.

Bennett-street, St. James’s-street, July 26.

To the Editor of The Times.

SiR,-As my name has been very emphatically mentioned
by Dr. Hassall in his letter in The Times of to-day, it is but
right that I should offer an explanation of the part which I
have performed in the work of THE LANCET Commission.

Dr. Hassall states that " in these inquiries no one was
associated with me, but during the latter part of the period I
was authorised to employ, to a certain extent only, chemical
assistance when necessary, and in the exercise of this discre-
tion I employed my friend Dr. Letheby, whose services I had
much pleasure in acknowledging in my work." Again, Dr.
Hassall further remarks, " neither is it correct to say that Dr.
Letheby conducted all the important chemical analyses."
Both of these statements contain grave inaccuracies, for as

early as the month of June, 1851-that is, directly after the
Commission began its labours-I was requested by Dr. Hassall
to give him assistance in his investigations; in fact, on the
14th of that month, he forwarded specimens of cocoa-ash for
analysis, for he could not say exactly what the nature of the
colouring matter was. Before the year was out, I had examined
all the samples of bread, flour, and salt which were necessary
for his reports on this subject.
From that time until the present I have been in constant

communication with him-directing him in the conduct of all
the unimportant chemical analyses, and I myself making every
one of the difficult and important ones. In truth, he in-
variably wrote to me when he began a new inquiry, and asked
for instructions how he was to proceed with the chenical part
of the investigation. In many cases, indeed I may say in
most, he got just far enough with the inquiry to become em-
barrassed, and then his products were sent to me for comple-
tion, or his results for correction. Latterly, as he most truly
says, I have been constantly engaged with him; and, to speak
the truth, I have made hundreds of analyses for him.

In conclusion, I will put it to any practical chemist whether
it was possible for any man to proceed with an important re-
search who would ask such questions as the following :-
" Will you kindly give me the process for the quantitative

analysis of iron ? Is the Prussian blue which subsides on the
addition of ferrocyanide of potassium soluble in excess of the
precipitant ?"

Again, after having received instructions from me respecting
the examination of porter, he says:-

" I am getting on very well with the porters; but one difficulty
which presents itself to me is the best method of detecting
sulphate of iron in porter. It would not be thrown down, I
believe, either by the acetate of lead or the Stttphuretted
hydrogen used, in which case, if present in the porter, it ought
to be found in the sugar obtained by the evaporation of the
fluid portion of the porter freed from acetate of lead. Is this
so ? A line to steer me right in the matter would greatly
oblige." "

I have many such questions as these. They are in Dr.
Hassall’s own handwriting; and I regret that he has made it
necessary that I should allude to them.

I am informed by Mr. Scholefield that my evidence will be
required by the Parliamentary Committee, and I shall then
take the opportunity of saying what I really have done in this
matter. I remain, Sir, yours obediently,

H. LETHEBY, M.B.,
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology in the Medical

London Hospital, July 27th, 1855. College of the London Hospital.

H. LETHEBY, M.B.,
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology in the Medical

College of the London Hospital.London Hospital,

To the Editor of The Times.
SiR,&mdash;Nothing less than a feeling of necessity has induced

me to trouble you with this communication. A conflict of
claims on the subject to which it relates cannot be otherwise
than offensive to good taste. I trust, however, that I shall be
pardoned for noticing some very striking inaccuracies in the
letter of Dr. Hassall which appeared in your paper of yester-
day. Allow me to quote the passages to which I refer. Dr.
Hassall says that ?-

" The Analytical Commission of THE LANCET took its origin
under these circumstances:-

" Early in 1850 I read a paper on the subject of I Coffee and
its Adulterations,’ in which I recorded the results of the
application of the microscope to the detection of adulteration,
before the Botanical Society of London......After a time Mr.
Wakley, with whom I had not previously held any communi-
cation on the subject, wrote to me, and asked me whether I
thought a series of articles could be so prepared as to admit,
without very great risk, the publication of the names and
addresses of the parties of whom the goods analyzed were
purchased ? I replied that they could, due caution being
exercised. I then engaged to furnish the articles, Mr. Wakley
devising the title under which they were to appear, and under-
taking to publish the names-a very bold proceeding, and one
entitling him to the highest praise."

Thus, it will be seen, Dr. Hassall dates the origin of the
Analytical Commission from 1850-only five years since, and
ascribes, inferentially, the cause of it to a paper written by
him in that year on the subject of Coffee and its Adulterations.
Now, what are the facts? The plan of the Analytical Sanitary
Commission was put into operation by me so long ago as 1830-
just aquarter of a century since; and Dr. O’Shaughnessy, now
in India, who has acquired a world-wide reputation, was
engaged by me to conduct the investigations. In the follow-
ing year a paper by him, entitled " Poisoned Confectionery-
Detection of Gamboge, Lead, Copper, Mercury, and Chromate
of Lead in various Articles of Sugar Confectionery, by W. B.
O’Shaughnessy, M.D.," was published by me in THE LANCET
of May 14th, 1831. From that’document I quote the following
passage:-" I had, as far back as a year since, been requestedby the editor of THE LANCET to undertake a series of analytic
investigations into the truth or inaccuracy of various alleged
adulterations, with the view that the authenticated informa-
tion thus obtained might either dissipate needless apprehen-’
sion, by pointing out the falsity of many alarming statements,
or might lead to the efficient protection of the public health,
by showing, as far as analysis could teach, what were the ad-
mixtures really prejudicial and essential to be prohibited.

Different circumstances, unnecessary to particularize here,
combined to delay the commencement of these inquiries until
a fortnight since."
The evidence of Dr. O’Shaughnessy, therefore, is conclusive

that he undertook for me a series of analytical investigations
in the year 1830; and I actually published a report from him
in 1831. Soon after that period Dr. O’Shaughnessy obtained
an appointment under the Government, and afterwards pro-
ceeded to India. The results of Dr. O’Shaughnessy’s inquiries
were so important, that he laid them before the- Secretary of
State for the Home Department, but nothing at that time was
done by the Government with reference to the subject.

In 1836 I again took active measures with a view to the ex-
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posure and prevention of adulterations of food, and I obtained
the assistance of Mr. T. H. Henry, who was then very young,
but who since that time, in consequence of his great scientific
acquirements, has obtained a just celebrity as a philosophic
chemist, andis now a Fellow of the Royal Society. In reply
to a letter addressed to that gentleman this morning the fol-
lowing has been received :- 

" 18, Lincoln’s-iiin-fields, July 28,1855." 18, Lincoln’s-ivn-fields, July 28,1855.
" SiR,&mdash;In reply to your inquiry, I beg to state that I believe

the idea of publishing reports of the analytical examination of
articles of food, drugs, &c., together with the names and ad-
dresses of the persons from whom the articles were purchased,
originated with Mr. Wakley more than twenty years ago. I
was myself engaged professionally by Mr. Wakley, by whom
all the expenses of my inquiries were paid, in making such in-
vestigations, from October, 1836, to May, 1837. I have not
now a list of the substances examined by me, but it was
furnished to Mr. Wakley at the time, with the names and
addresses of the various shopkeepers from whom the articles
were obtained. On receiving a valuable professional appoint-
ment, my engagement with Mr. Wakley was brought to a
close before my investigations were completed.

" I remain your obedient servant,
"T. H. HENRY, F. R. S.

"To the Secretary of Mr. Wakley."
The absurdity, therefore, of attributing the origin of the

Analytical Sanitary Commission to any paper written in 1850,
or to any suggestion from Dr. Hassall in that year, is, there-
fore, too palpable to require any further notice; but I cannot
refrain from introducing in this place a single sentence from a
leading article in THE LANCET, which accompanied the Report
of the Analytical Sanitary Commission, published on the 4th
of January, 1851:-" We re-enter upon the labour (which we
actually commenced in 1831) with a full sense of the responsi-
bilities it involves, and a full determination to cope with them,
come in what shape they may, satisfactorily and successfully." 

"

In the long intervals between 1831 and 1836, and between 1837
and 1850, the subject at different periods had occupied much
of my attention, and I continued to be more and more impressed
with the conviction that the public, and especially the juvenile
portion of it, suffered greatly from the practice of adulteration
which so generally prevailed. At different times, I contem-
plated devoting a distinct periodical to the subject, with a
view to excite such a degree of attention as might ultimately
procure the interference of the Legislature. Multifarious occu-
pations prevented my carrying that purpose into effect until
1850; but it will be seen from the following note that my at-
tention was fully directed to the question in the two years
preceding that period:-

" 13, Caroline-street, Bedford-square, July 28th, 1855.
"DEAR SiR,&mdash;In reply to your question, I beg to state, that

in 1848 and 1849 I was requested by you to assist in making
the requisite preparations for publishing a periodical which
should contain regular reports of the analyses and adulterations
of food and other articles of consumption, together with the
names and addresses of the persons from whom the examined
articles were bought, and at your dictation I wrote, at Harefield-
park, the introduction or preface to the intended periodical.
This certainly occurred at least two years before the Report of
the Analytical Sanitary Commission of January 4th, 1851, ap- I,
peared in THE LANCET. i

I am, dear Sir, yours truly, ,

To Thomas Wakley, Esq." 
" GEORGE S. BRENT.

Dr. Hassall has admitted in his letter that I am the author
of the title " Analytical Sanitary Commission," and I think
it will be admitted, after a perusal of the foregoing documents,
that it would only have been consistent with candour and
truth if he had also acknowledged that the whole scheme of
the Commission originated with me, and that it was conducted
solely at my cost and legal risk. I may here remark, that one
of the obstacles to the execution of my design at a much earlier
period arose from some apprehensions which I entertained, in
consequence of the opinions expressed by my legal friends and
advisers, that I might be involved in ruinous expenses if
I published the names and addresses of the falsifiers of
food; but, having felt most strongly that in such publicity
would consist the great utility of the undertaking, and that
systematic works on adulterations unaccompanied by such an-
nouncements had been productive of immense mischief, instead
of benefit, by showing how the frauds could be practised, and
the culprits then left without check orexposure, I considered that
the good to be gained was worth the risk, and at length firmly
resolved to appeal from the anger of dishonest traders and

"T. H. HENRY, F.R.S.

"GEORGE S. BRENT.

undersellers to those honest men who conducted their business
with fairness and integrity.

It will be noticed, that in the paragraph quoted from Dr.
Hassall’s letter, it is stated that in consequence of an appli-
cation from me he had undertaken to furnish the articles; and
then he adds :-

" In conformity with this engagement, I supplied the Re-
ports for a period of four years. I employed my own agents
in the purchase of the samples, accompanying them on all
occasions myself, for greater security. "
What is the inference from these statements ? Apparently,

there can be but one,-viz., that Dr. Hassall was not only an
unpaid labourer, but that he actually made the purchases at
his own cost; for not a word is said or implied that he was
employed at a salary (a far higher salary, by the way, than was
proposed by himself in the first instance), and that every’cost
and expense, from first to last, throughout the whole conduct
of the Commission, was sustained by me. Accordingly, in the
Doctor’s paid accounts I find charges for all the samples of
goods purchased-cheniieals, books, journeys by Mr. Miller for
making purchases, drawings, apparatus, instruments, several
sums for chemical analyses made by Dr. Letheby, &c. Besides
these expenses I sustained the law costs and incurred all the
undefinable legal risks of the undertaking, as was my duty.
In a word, I procured the services of Dr. Hassall at a higher
price than he demanded, and I applied those services to the
public benefit. Is it just, then, that he should now endeavour
to make it appear that he was in any respect concerned in
originating the Analytical Sanitary Commission, or that any
portion of the inquiry was conducted at his pecuniary cost ? I

readily and cheerfully acknowledge the scientific merits of Dr.
Hassall, and that his reports afforded me the highest satisfac-
tion ; but by the course he has lately pursued he has placed
himself in a false position, and it is one which scientific men
must deeply regret.
With respect to the success of the Analytical Sanitary Com-

mission, and the importance which the subject of it has now
acquired, I attribute much of both to the favourable notices of
the reports which so often appeared in the columns of The
Ti7rces.

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,
84, King’s-road, Brighton, July 28. THOMAS WAKLEY.

In reply to these communications, Dr. Hassall addressed a
letter to The Tiiites, which occupied a column of that paper.
The crowded state of our space precludes the possibility of its
insertion in this place ; but as far as MR. WAKLEY is con-
cerned, there can be no necessity for its publication here,
inasmuch as the following sentences contain an exposition of
what Dr. Hassall does not claim, and of what he does claim,
with respect to the origin of the Analytical Sanitary Com-
mission.

With regard to what be does not claim, he says,-" I have
never claimed to be the originator of the Analytical Sanitary
Commission of THE LANCET." ......... "What I do claim is,
that I was the first to apply on a large scale the microscope to
the detection of adulteration ; that I was the chief labourer in
the work of the Analytical Sanitary Commission ; that I was.
the author of the Reports."

Dr. Hassall, in answer to the letter of Dr. Letheby, thus
writes-

" The first year, Dr. Letheby made 16 analyses, the second
9, the third 59, and the fourth 12 analyses-that is, in all 96-
as against 2197-a large proportion of which analyses were
both microscopical and chemical. Four other reports were
published in THE LANCET on drugs, and two others were pre-
pared on articles of food ; these contained 228 analyses, of
which 57 were made by Dr. Letheby ; of the analyses con-
ducted by Dr. Letheby, the greater part were confined to two
articles-viz., snuff’ and opium, there being 43 samples of the
former, and 57 of the latter." "

In reply to Dr. Hassall’s statements, the following letter
from Dr. Letheby appeared in The Times of Thursday :-

To the Edit01’ of The Times.
SIR,-I really am ashamed of the circumstance which calls

for another letter from me on the subject of Dr. Hassall’s in-
consistencies. In his letter of the 27th inst. he distinctly
stated that in the inquiries of THE LANCET Commission, " no
one was associated with him; but, during the latter part of
the period, he was authorized to employ, to a certain extent
only, chemical assistance when necessary, and, in the exercise
of this discretion, he employed his friend Dr. Letheby, whose

THOMAS WAKLEY.
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services he had much pleasure in acknowledging in his work ;’
from which it must be inferred that my assistance was n01
had, or needed, until the latter part of the inquiry. Now,
however, that Mr. Wakley has exposed the true position oj
Dr. Hassall, and even stated that he paid " several sums
for chemical analyses made by Dr. Letheby," Dr. Hassall
admits that, during the first year I made 16 analyses for him,
during the second 9, during the third 59, and during the fourth
12 ; besides making 43 analyses of snuff, and 57 of opium.
On looking over my laboratory book, I find that during the

four years alluded to I made 291 analyses for Dr. Hassall, of
which 13 were for adulterations of chicory and cocoa, 20 for
bread, flour, and salt, 11 for bitter beer and pale ale (these
being all the analyses necessary for the report on this subject),
7 for vinegar, 25 for tobacco, 45 for snuffs, 63 for opiums, 10
for confectionery, 4 for cod-liver oil, and about 20 for castor
oil ; the rest were, for the most part, of things which did not
immediately concern the Commission ; they were of matters
which he had received for examination in the way of business.
and which he could not investigate. Others were for his
review of Dr. Golding Bird, in the 12th volume of the Britialc
and 1’oneigt lfedico-C7zirurryiccsL Review, where they are pub-
lished, with a mere apology in the way of acknowledgment ;
and the others were for a paper of his which was read before
the Royal Society, and printed in their " Transactions. " Indeed,
I think it but right to say that the whole of the chemistry of
fhat paper is a verbatim copy of my notes to him on the sub-
ject ; and when he sent the proofs to me for correction, I do
assure you I was astonished at the boldness of his conduct, and
I made such corrections in his statements as I thought just to
myself. I have not seen the paper since it has been printed
for the members, and am therefore ignorant of the way in
which he used my corrections.
In addition to this, I have nearly 100 letters of his in my

possession, which show that, while my analyses were really all
the important and difficult ones of the Commission, I furnished
him with specific directions for the conduct of all the others.
I say, therefore, with Mr. Wakley, that ’’the course which
Dr. Hassall has lately pursued has placed him in a false posi-
tion, and it is one which scientific men must deeply regret."
One word more, and I shall have done. Dr. Hassall states

that up to the last few days we have been in friendly communica-
tion, and that no word of dissatisfaction has escaped me. This
is not strictly true ; for when, at the onset of the testimonial
affair, he wrote to me, and asked me to go to his house and
have a private meeting with one or two of his friends respect-
ing the getting up cf a testimcnial to him, I wrote a strong
letter of censure to him, and not only declined to have any-
thing to do with the business, but told him what would be the
-consequences if he persisted in such a foolish step. My pro-
phetic warning has been realized; his true position has been
made clear, and his friends have dropped from him in disgust.
Since then we have not been in what can be called friendly
communication, for all our correspondence has been confined i
to matters of business. Dr. Hassall knows, as well as man
can know, that lhave had but one object in serving him; and
that if his conduct had not been open to the censure which I
have passed upon it he would still have had all my assistance
an helping him.

I apologize to you for the length of this letter, and promise
not again to intrude on your valuable space.

I remain, Sir, yours obediently,
London Hospital Jnly 31. H. LETHEBY, 11:. B.H. LETHEBY, M.B.

THE SURGERY OF THE WAR.

HEAD-QUARTER CAMP, BEFORE SEBASTOPOL,
July l7th, 1855.

DR. HALL writes :-In transmitting the weekly state of sick,
I have much satisfaction in being able to report a continued
improvement in the health of the army.

Last week the admissions to strength were in the ratio of
6 ’60 per cent., this week they have been 6 ’20 per cent.; last
week the deaths to strength were in the ratio of 0 ’40 per cent.,
this week they have been 0 -30 per cent.
Spasmodic cholera has nearly disappeared, except in the

13th Light Infantry and the 10th Hussars, and in both these
corps there has been an amendment since their change of
quarters. The three squadrons of the 10th, which were de-
tached to Vcrmoutka with Omar Pasha’s army, have been
withdrawn, and brought back in their regimental lines between
Balaklava and Karani; and the 13th Foot, which was quar-

tered in the Huts formerly occupied by the 93rd Highlanders,
in the village of Kadekoi, have been moved up to the heights
above Balaklava, where the Guards were stationed until their
removal to the front the other day.

There has been an increase of fever cases this week, but a
marked decrease in both the frequency and severity of bowel
affections and cholera, which has, as already mentioned, nearly
disappeared. The following abstract of the leading classes of
diseases will, perhaps, convey a readier and more satisfactory
view of the case than any written description :-

Out of the 55 deaths from cholera 4 belong to the 10th
Hussars, 27 to the 13th Regiment, and 4 to the Land
Transport Corps.
Amongst the Artillery, bowel affections have been frequent,

but not severe, and cholera has nearly disappeared; only one
case occurred which proved fatal, and 22 cases of simple con-
tinned fever occurred, but no casualty took place amongst them.

In the Cavalry Division, bowel affections continue to prevail,
but cholera is disappearing. Only 12 fresh cases were admitted
in the whole Division during the week. Febrile complaints have
been on the increase, but no casualty has occurred from them.
’ Dr. Linton, the superintending surgeon, considers the health
of the 1st Division good. Six casualties have occurred during
the week, five from disease, and one from wounds. Diarrhoea.
has not been uncommon, and the disease has occasionally
assumed a dysenteric form. Fevers have been more numerous,
and in two or three cases, which occurred in the 79th High-
landers, the complaint assumed the form of bilious remittent
fever. Cholera has ceased altogether in this Division, as not
a single case of the disease was admitted during the week.
Forty cases of wounds, principally from shells, were admitted,
some of them severe, and in three cases amputation was con-
sidered necessary.

Fevers and bowel complaints have been common in the 2nd
Division, but cholera has nearly disappeared. The second
battalion of the Royal Regiment, the Buffs, and 31st Regiment,
or newly-arrived corps, have been the most sicklv; but Dr.
Gordon, the superintending surgeon, thinks the health of the
Royals and 31st Regiment gradually improving. 37 fresh
cases of wounds were admitted, and 5 died. The condition of
the wounded in all the regimental hospitals of this Division is
highly satisfactory.

In the 3rd Division there has been an increase of sick, but
the diseases that have come under treatment have been milder,
and the mortality has decreased one-half.
The list of casualties in the 4th Division has been swelled

out by the deaths from cholera in the 13th Regiment; and in
some of the lower forms of febrile attacks the disease has been
complicated with purging.

In the Light Division there has been an increase under the
head of dysentery; but the deaths in the Division are fewer
this week than they were last. 42 cases of gun-shot wounds
were admitted, and 7 died of wounds out of the 320 that were
under treatment in the regimental hospitals of the Division.

In the general hospital in camp 4 deaths have taken place
from gangrene, but the generality of the wounded are pro-
gressing favourably.

DR. HALL AND THE SEBASTOPOL
COMMITTEE.

[THE following important letters appeared in The Times of
the 27th of July, and the lst of August:-]

To the Editor of The Times.
Sir.,-The report of the Committee on the State of the Army

before Sebastopol has just reached us by the mail, and in that
report, which was read before the House of Commons on the
18th of June, I notice the following statement:-


